
50 FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF

to find a monkey enthroned in a little dark sanctum, as the

god of the whole.

I had a long and very agreeable walk along the city ram

parts. White watery clouds still hung in the sky; but the

day was decidedly fine, and dank fields and glistening hedge.

rows steamed merrily in the bright warm sunshine. York,

like all the greater towns of England, if we except the capital

and some two or three others, stands on the New Red Sand

stone; and the broad extent of level fertility which it commands

is, to a Scotch eye, very striking. There is no extensive pros

pect in even the south of Scotland that does not include its

wide ranges of waste, and its deep mountain sides, never fur

rowed by the plough; while in our more northern districts, one

sees from every hill-top which commands the coast a

land-scapecolored somewhat like a russet shawl with a flowered

border; - there is a mere selvage of green cultivation on the

edge of the land, and all within is brown heath and shaggy

forest. In England, on the contrary, one often travels, stage

after stage, through an unvarying expanse of flat fields laid out

on the level formations, which, undisturbed by trappean or

metamorphic rocks, stretch away at low angles for hundreds

of miles together, forming blank tablets, on which man may

write his works in whatever characters he pleases. Doubtless

such a disposition of things adds greatly to the wealth and

power of a country;
- the population of Yorkshire, at the last

census, equalled that of Scotland in 1801. But I soon began

to weary of an infinity of green enclosures, that lay spread out

in undistinguishable sameness, like a net, on the flat face of

the landscape, and to long for the wild free moors and bold

natural features of my own poor country. One likes to know

the place of one's birth by other than artificial marks: by

some hoary mountain, severe yet kindly in its aspect, that one
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